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Species Japonica

AKARORA ROUGE - See ‘Madame Picouline’.

ANITA ROCHE - Rose Pink, some veining on petals. Large to very large, semidouble form. Upright growth. M. (U.S. 1999 – *Ken Hallstone Lafayette, CA*).

ASHLEY BLACK - Blush pink, flecked and occasionally streaked red, with a narrow white border at edge of petals. Miniature to small, formal double with 90 to 100 petals. Average, upright growth. M. (Sport of Japonica 'Grace Albritton'). (U.S. 2017 - Bob Black, Windsor, VA).


AUBURN MOONBRIGHT - White with Yellow anthers and Yellow filaments. Very large, semidouble. Average, upright growth. E. (Japonica 'Moonlight Bay' x Japonica 'Joshua Youtz'). (U.S. 2017 - Kenneth Rogers, Auburn, AL).

BABY SIS BLUSH VARIEGATED - Light Blush Pink blotched White. (Virus variegated form of Japonica 'Baby Sis Blush'). (U.S. - Don Bergamini, Martinez, CA).


DAIJÔKAN (LARGE CASTLE CROWN) - Japonica - ('Daijôhkan', 'Daijôkan'). White with Gold anthers and light Yellow filaments. Large to very large, semidouble. L. (Japan 1964 - Castle of Nagoya).


EASTER BASKET - Bright Pink with White edges on each petal, occasional Dark Pink stripes with Yellow anthers and White filaments. Small to medium, single to anemone. The blooms occasionally have petaloids. Average, upright, spreading growth. E-L. (U.S. 2017 - Don Bergamini, Martinez, CA).


HANA-NO-SATO (FLOWER VILLAGE) - Crimson with gold anthers and red filaments. Large, semidouble with 3-4 rows of petals with fluted and ruffled margins, standing apart and a center cylinder of about 50 stamens. M. (Japan 1975 - San-in Camellian Club, Matsu'ie City, Shimane Prefecture).


KIFUKURIN BENIKARATO (YELLOW BORDERED RED ANEMONE) - Red. Miniature to small, anemone form flower with a tight, tufted center and five outer petals. Compact, upright growth. M-L. Variegated Yellowish Green on mid-green leaves. (Sport of Japonica 'Benikarako'). (Japan 1859 - Kantô area). (Replaces KI-FUKURIN-BENTEN)


KINGYO-TSUBAKI - See 'Pink Mermaid'


MADAME PICOULINE - Cherry Red. Medium, peony form. Average, upright growth. (Synonym for Japonica ‘Akaroa Rouge’). (Belgium, about 1850 - M. Francotte, Sr., Liege).


OKI-NO-NAMI - Pink edged White with dark Red stripes. Large, semidouble. (Japan 1710 - Kantô area).


PINK MERMAID (KINGYO-TSUBAKI) - Spinel Pink with Golden anthers and White filaments. Medium, single with six somewhat irregular petals. Most leaves narrow down then flare out to three points giving a fishtail (kingyo) appearance. Fragrant. M-L. (This plant is a sub-species of japonica - quercifolia; sometimes called Camellia japonica var. quercifolia 'Pink Mermaid'). (Canada 1994 - Introduced into North America from Japan by Piroche Plants, Pitt Meadows, British Columbia).


RED CORAL - Bright Coral Red at the edges fading to Deep Rose Pink towards the center with darker veining with bright Yellow anthers and Light Pink fading to White filaments. Large, semidouble to loose peony. Vigorous, upright, dense growth. M-L. (U.S. 2017 - Jerry Hogsette, Gainesville, FL).


RHYSY JOHNSON - White with Pink and Red streaks. Large, loose peony to full double. Average, upright, spreading growth. E-L. (U.S. 2017 - Pat Johnson, Cairo, GA).


ROSALYNN CARTER - Pink shading to Lighter Pink edges with Yellow anthers and White filaments. Large, rose form double to formal double. Average, upright, dense growth. L. (U.S. 2017 - Gordy).


SIENA ELIZABETH - Lavender Pink with Darker Pink and Lavender markings with Yellow anthers and White filaments. Small, semidouble to anemone. Average, upright growth. M-L. (chance seedling of Japonica 'Tinker Bell'). (U.S. 2017 - Don Bergamini, Martinez, CA).


TAMLIN FORTNER - Dark Red with Yellow anthers and Red filaments. Large to very large, semidouble. Average, upright, open growth. M-L. (Seedling of Japonica 'Scarlet Glory'). (U.S. 2017 - Pat Johnson, Cairo, GA).


WHITE MERMAID - White with Golden anthers and White filaments. Medium, single with six somewhat irregular petals. Most leaves narrow down then flare out to three points giving a fishtail (kingyo) appearance. Fragrant. M-L. [Sport of Japonica ‘Pink Mermaid’ (Kingyo-tsubaki)]. (This plant is a sub-species of japonica - quercifolia; sometimes called Camellia japonica var. quercifolia ‘White Mermaid’). (Canada 1994 - Introduced into North America from Japan by Piroche Plants, Pitt Meadows, British Columbia).


Species Reticulata and Hybrids With Reticulata Parentage


HEARTWOOD FANDANGO - Reticulata - Bright Pink. Medium, semidouble to irregular double form with very wavy petal margins. Strong, upright, open growth. E. {(Pitardii var. ‘Yunnanica’ x Reticulata ‘Purple Gown’) x [(Pitardii var. ‘Yunnanica’ x (Reticulata ‘Purple Gown’ x Forrestii))]. (U.S. 2011 - Charvet). (Formerly called FANDANGO).

*MOUTANCHA - Reticulata - (‘Mudan Cha’ - Chinese Name). Bright Pink veined White and striped White on inner petals. Large to very large, full peony with wavy, crinkled, crepe-like petals. Average growth. L. (Yunnan Reticulata). (China to U.S. 1948 - Descanso and Peer).


JINHUA’S JADE TRAY - (‘Yupan Jinhua’ - Chinese Name) - White to Light Pink or Yellowish with Green tone, edged with Pink with Yellow anthers and Yellow filaments. Large to very large, anemone to peony form. Petals broad and wrinkled or serrated at the edges and waved. A large number of petaloids mixed with stamens forming a central raised ball. Vigorous,

Hybrids With Other Than Reticulata Parentage


JINHUA’S JADE TRAY - (‘Yupan Jinhua’ - Chinese Name) - White to Light Pink or Yellowish with Green tone, edged with Pink with Yellow anthers and Yellow filaments. Large to very large, anemone to peony form. Petals broad and wrinkled or serrated at the edges and waved. A large number of petaloids mixed with stamens forming a central raised ball. Vigorous,


PAT’S PINK - Bright Pink with Yellow anthers and Whitish filaments. Medium, semidouble to loose peony form. Vigorous, upright, spreading growth. E-L. (Seedling of Non-reticulata hybrid 'Taylor's Perfection'). (U.S. 2016 - Pat Johnson, Cairo, GA).


Species Granthamiana

PINK GRANTHAMIANA – Pink with Yellow Anthers and Yellow Filaments. Large, single C. granthamiana style bloom. (U.S.1993 – Steve Campbell, CA).

Species Hiemalis


Species Rusticana

FUKURIN IKKYU - White or Pale Pink, shaded Deeper Pink with a White border, or Red in various degrees up to Solid Red with Yellow anthers and White filaments. Miniature, semidouble with foliage bordered light Green. L. (Sport of Rusticana ‘Komomiji’). (Japan - Kantô area to U.S. 1930 - Star Nursery, Sierra Madre, CA). (Was formerly misclassified as a Japonica).

Species Sasanqua


GREG BAKER - Dark Pink with Yellow anthers and Yellow filaments. Large, semidouble. The blooms have rabbit ears. Vigorous, upright, dense growth. E. (U.S. 2017 - Jay Ellis, Keystone Heights, FL).


SEKIYÔ (SETTING SUN) - Sasanqua -Bright Pink. Large, single. Fragrant. E. (Was formerly misclassified as a Japonica).

Species Vernalis


